
Five Fast and Fun Ways to
Re-Align

Re-View
Re-Claim

Your Dream Life and Work
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Hi, I’m Joyce van der Lely, Creativity and Mindset Guide. 
I'm an artist that loves stories, magic and myths. 
My travels took me from East to West, North and South. 

This brought me to New Zealand, the opposite side of the 
globe. Then in 2010/2011 my life literally got turned upside 
down with the earthquakes. In contrast to this dark 
experience, I also received more light from connecting 
stronger with our Mother Earth as a result.
It changed my life. Opened my eyes and my mind.

I've always had my art and this helped me rise back up. 
Weaving creativity into life and work is the best thing ever!
It helped me on my path to the personal freedom and 
independence I had been looking for. 

And I love that I now also get to 
mentor other multi passionate women. 
Creative changemakers, Thinkers and 
Seekers, like you. 
Those that are looking for something 
deeper and more meaningful in the 
next chapter of life. 
It is amazing to help you finally reach 
that freedom and independence in 
your life too.    Xox Joyce



When
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What next?
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HERE
Find out where you are right now

To track any progress, you need a starting point. 
So, best draw up a Personal Lifestyle Checklist. 
This is a wonderful opportunity to review, evaluate 
and look at the things you have and the things you 
desire. What do you want? Really, want? 

When looking to enjoy a dream life with 
independence and freedom, we benefit greatly with 
focus on harmony between the different parts that 
make up life and work. 
Too often do we focus on one or two main wishes 
and ignore the other parts. This will start the big ups 
and downs and the feelings of not being in control, 
stress and overwhelm.

Of course a bit of dancing and swaying is a natural 
thing and can feel really lovely. It is important to 
realize many things are totally fine for a little bit. 

Those are things that we will look at more deeply. 
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Health

allocate 0-10 points for each:

Relationships

Quality of Life

Business/Career

Finances

Personal Satisfaction
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PERSONAL LIFESTYLE CHECKLIST



#1 - WHERE
The dream location

Where do you want to go from here?

i.e:

• Where do you want to live?
• Where do you want to travel to?

• Where do you want to be with your work ?
• Where do you want to be personally?

• Where do you want to be in love?

All that and there is more…..
Whatever comes up for you.

Think about it, make your bucket-list.

Putting thoughts to paper is very powerful 
and helps with the connection between your desires 

and what you bring into your life.

Focus on that spot at the end of your path.
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#2 - WHAT
What do you want. Really, really want?

What are your dreams, your wishes and desires.
DREAM BIG !! 

There is nobody here to judge, laugh or be skeptical.
There is just you and your deep desire.

Perhaps it is something you secretly wished for, 
for a long time now.

Maybe many small things or one really big thing? 
From all the things you want, I invite you to 
choose the one that comes in first place.

Focus on that one first.

Get into a habit of picking one most pressing thing 
and bringing it to completion. 

Then you’ll pick the one that comes next. 

Choose one thing, finish it, tick it off. 
Look at the next one….. 
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#3 - WHY
The reason – the spark – the passion

Take a moment and ask yourself:
WHY you are pursuing this goal? 

Why are you doing what you do and do you really 
want to reach this “thing”?

Making the connection with your passion,
feeling the spark that ignites your fire, 

the reason why you keep thinking about something 
all the time is important to understand.

Often we say we want something, but the reason 
why can be disconnected from our true self.

And when we start on THAT path, 
we lose focus every time!

(you know, the living out someone else’s dream)

Find the spark to your Soul’s Fire 
and Focus becomes second nature
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#4 - WHO
Who’s with you – your tribe

Most Creatives walk the path of the Lone Wolf. 
At least for part of their life. 

Because we often feel we are the misfits, 
not understood and disconnected with the real world. 

Interesting enough, it also drives thinkers and seekers,
like you, 

Searching for like-minded souls, to a place like this.

Because you are trying to find out:
Who do you want to be?

Who do you want to be with?
Who is your accountability person or your tribe?

We ALL need to have a place and people to resonate with. 
It’s human nature, no matter if you are an introvert or not. 

Today’s fast and loud society can feel pushy and 
uncomfortable. Trust me, connections between true souls 

don’t have to be that way and can raise your spirit!

Focus on WHO you want to be 
and WHO you want around you.
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#5 - WHEN
Do you have a Time in mind?

Here’s another thing that many intuitives, creatives 
and multi-passionates often forget about.

Too busy with ideas and creations that time just 
stands still, or rushes by …….

It IS important to add a time goal to your dreams if 
you want them to appear in your life.

Otherwise you will find yourself at the end of a year 
and:  “OMG, I still haven’t done this thing …….” 

(You know this line, don’t you)

FOCUS on WHEN

WHEN do you want to reach that destination?
WHEN do you want to hit that milestone?

WHEN do you want to go on this trip?
WHEN do you want to finish that ….
WHEN do you want to start this ...

I know, planning is what most creatives rather hide from. 
Yet, you want to get to that dream life of yours, right? 

Then best embrace it, it doesn’t hurt, honestly.
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WHAT NEXT ?
How to go from here to there

Now that you’ve taken
5 fast and easy steps to direct your Focus

I trust they help you get firmly on your path 
to reaching your dream life and work. 

(Little secret: I know they can)

For many of us, our BIG goals and dreams 
fall into a category we don’t ever consider possible. 

“…what, me? That only happens to the lucky ones, 
that never happens to people like me…..” 

When you listen to that inner voice, 
or those well-meant pieces of advice from others, 
You will never even start to pursue your dreams. 

“…Those things only happen in books or movies, right?...”

Let me assure you, that when you follow
YOUR FOCUS, YOUR WAY 

YOUR dreams will come true!
You CAN draw out your Dream life, love and work.
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https://calendly.com/thefiercefemaleforce/free-find-your-force-focus


so ….. Let’s get you there!

and bring:

• Efficiency into your Creativity
• Confidence + Courage into your Commitments

• Determination into your Dreams
• Strategies and Guidance onto your path

• Fun and Freedom into your Life
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We are all different and unique
Nobody has it completely figured out
YOUR WAY is the right way for you!

Let me help you FIND YOUR WAY!

(so you’ll never need anybody else to teach you their way)

FIND out MORE

DRAW out YOUR DREAMS
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https://calendly.com/thefiercefemaleforce/free-find-your-force-focus
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